2 Years, 7 Months
It has been 2 years and 7 months since the last post I wrote
for this blogging site. Although I have earned considerable
points writing here, I chose to move on and write for quite a
while with another blogging platform to further the exposure
of our great online business COMPUMATRIX. (blogging platform
COMPUMATRIX)

The last post I wrote here was: Building Businesses With
Assistance. This article talked about starting businesses
properly with entity structuring and using resources. Since
that article was written, we started a business and it has
already been more than 2 years since its demise and ultimate
FAILURE!

Although I’m still paying off the debt from that venture, we
learned valuable lessons. The first lesson is to be sure the
lines of responsibility are definitely defined. I will never
put myself in a position of owning a business and forced to
run it when I KNOW NOTHING ABOUT THE BUSINESS!!!!!

On February 3, 2016, I wrote the blog post: Langrope’s Last
Ride. It was the day after my sister Renee (desertgal) passed
away. Although I had a hard time each time a COMPUMATRIX
member passed, my sister’s passing made all the other member
that passed before her more meaningful. Each and every member
that has passed is the loss of another family member.

I may have learned a new meaning of the word: PATIENCE, I
always lean on something our Founder, Henry James Banayat,

left with me. His inspiration expand beyond the business of
COMPUMATIX as he desires us to build other businesses as well.
He inspired me to do something more with Real Estate and use
this avenue to assist others with viable solutions to housing
problems.

With this in mind, my plans for the future are so far beyond
what I could do in my lifetime. When I do see our long awaited
funds, there will be so much to do. I am reminded every day
from other family members of COMPUMATRIX of their goals and
planned sharing of their dreams.

I know, SOON, VERY VERY SOON, I will be busier than
a one legged man in a fanny kicking contest!!!!

